
Kondor Blue Panasonic LUMIX GH6 Cage
ProdCode: KONPLGH6COBK
Cage for Panasonic LUMIX GH6 without Top Handle - Black
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Features

The Panasonic GH6 cage is built for versatility and ease of use for productions of any
size. The cage comes loaded with industry standard mounting points including NATO
rail, Arri mounts, and ¼ 20s. All of the cage assembly tools are integrated seamlessly
into the cage body. Also included, a bubble level in the Top Plate to make finding your
horizon line fast and simple.

Full Wrap Cage w/ Arca QR System: Enjoy the rigging opportunities and
protection of a complete cage with the flexibility to quickly remove the camera
for photography or gimbal work
Built-in NATO rails: Quickly & securely mount accessories to the RIGHT SIDE,
LEFT SIDE, and TOP PLATE
Cold Shoe Safety Pin: prevent the notorious sliding issues that plague cold
shoe accessories
HDMI & USB C Cable Clamp: prevent damaging the micro-sized ports on the
camera and losing signal
Multiple Points of Contact: Cage remains solidly mounted to the camera to
prevent wiggle and allow for large setups using our M2.5 toolless thumbscrew
for the LEFT SIDE eyelet and our Cold Shoe Bubble Level
Built-in Tools & Bubble Level: 2mm & 2.5mm tools necessary for cage
assembly and adjustment of the Arca plate are magnetically attached to the
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https://resource.holdan.co.uk/Kondor Blue/HiRes/Kondor_Blue_PLGH6_print.zip


Base Plate
Over 30 Threaded Holes: ¼ and ? and M4
Easy Accessibility for Buttons, Dials, Cable Ports, and Battery/Card Doors
Designed to protect the camera from the most common drop angles.
Strategically placed Mid-Rail for additional support for larger rig built outs
Perfect Balance: Designed to maintain ideal center of gravity with most lens
sizes for effortlessly maneuverability from top handle
Wide strap loops for a side grip strap and/or a camera strap
Weight: 400g / 14.1oz
Dimensions: 154mm (6.0”) x 132mm (5.2”) x 78mm (3.0”)
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